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ask the experts

Window
Dressing
Photo by Beth Singer

Just as the clothes we wear speak volumes about our personal
style, windows offer the opportunity to make a style statement about a
room. We asked several local designers to sum up what these windows
say about their ﬁnished spaces. – Susan Todebush

Charles Dunlap

Dunlap Design Group
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CLASSIC STYLE: The
majority of rooms need drapery
panels to look complete. I
abhor fussy window treatments,
so I usually do simple ﬁxed panels on each side
of a window. I also love cellular shades; they
diffuse light, are virtually invisible when folded up,
and are available with a top-down bottom-up
option for ultimate ﬂexibility.
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Jill Schumacher (center)

Maha Jano

Rariden Schumacher Mio & Co.

Maha Jano Interiors

TEXTURED LAYERING: We love the texture and warmth of grass
shades on a window. Their warm, modern look layers well with many types
of fabrics. They are a nice change of pace from wood blinds. Our favorites
are by Hartmann & Forbes, available at Tennant & Associates, and Conrad
sunshades, available at Rozmallin at MDC.

SIMPLE AND SLEEK:
With a spectacular view of the
Manhattan skyline as the star
of the space, I selected simple
motorized roller shades that virtually disappear
when raised and don’t distract from the city
as artwork. The semi-sheer material provides
privacy while allowing the twinkle of city lights to
show through.
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by Lauren Reinhard | Photo by Ed Doucet
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When it comes to decorating a home, introducing patterns
is a fun way to add a dash of personal style to a space

J

ill Schumacher
and Michelle
Mio of Rariden
Schumacher Mio &
Co. love assessing
their clients’
personal styles, then
using patterned
ffabrics
b i to convey that
h aesthetic.
They suggest selecting sofas, headboards
and larger upholstered items in classic,
neutral fabrics and using patterns as an
accessory on smaller, easily changed
items, such as pillows or side chairs. This
will ensure that, as tastes and trends
evolve, the room’s accessories can change
quickly and inexpensively.
While Mio admits that clients’ comfort
levels range from a single pattern on a
pillow, to many patterns with different
scales, textures, and colors, the design
duo’s ultimate goal is to provide a timeless
palette that reﬂects their client’s personality.
“Not only should you feel comfortable in
your home but your guests should enjoy it
as well,” she says.
Whether preppy and traditional, or quirky
and transitional, most of the time it’s easy
for Schumacher and Mio to gauge their
clients’ personal styles. “It’s funny. A lot
of our clients’ spaces end up looking like
them – like the way they dress,” says
Schumacher.
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BOHO CHIC (left): This client’s bohemian style was evident in the way she dressed and the patterns she was attracted to for her home.
“Through the design process, we actually taught her to appreciate solids and textures that balance a room – a concept she thought seemed
boring or lackluster, until she saw the way her home began to transform,” says Mio. The organically graphic linen ikat pillows and playful ﬂoral
curtains share the same bold colors in this comfortable transitional living room.

www.michigandesign.com

GO BOLD (right): The large-scale, classic
Schumacher pattern on the Roman shades
in this tucked-in breakfast room features
silhouettes of botany and birds. The pairing with
stripes of the same color palette adds a graphic
punch to this neutral space. The fabric on the
chair was laminated by Schumacher and Mio
for the client’s children. “The stripes also work
to hide small messes, and cleanup is simple,”
says Mio.
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SURF’S UP: This client, from California,
wanted colors that reminded her of her
home state’s ambling oceanfront. Her
personal style tended to be simple and
preppy – with lots of linen and natural
solids. Her home reﬂects her casual
aesthetic, but she was terriﬁed to use
pattern. “We convinced her to use two
patterns on the pillows to break up the
neutrals,” says Schumacher. “This is
about the only pattern in her house, but
we think that this little bit goes a long
way.”

Beyond Basic
Neutrals can make
a surprisingly bold
statement when it comes
to classic décor and style.
Incorporate a pop of
pattern or splash of color
and your basic neutral
becomes undeniably you.

Ginger rouched dress
Alice + Olivia, Neiman Marcus

Sutton Sofa
Hickory Chair, Henredon Interior Design Showroom

Rough-cut diamonds set in ﬁne silver
My House of Style, Birmingham, Michigan

Ombre ankle bootie in bordeaux
Nina Ricci, Tender, Birmingham, Michigan

Rapallo fabric in red
Cowtan & Tout, Rozmallin

Ambala Paisley fabric in ash
F. Schumacher & Co.

Interpretation fabric in plum
Kravet Couture, Kravet

Green onyx with champagne diamonds
My House of Style, Birmingham, Michigan

Cabachon labradorite ring in 24K yellow gold
My House of Style, Birmingham, Michigan

Faceted rubies set in 24K yellow gold
My House of Style, Birmingham, Michigan

Bleecker fabric in peacock
Celerie Kemble, F. Schumacher & Co.

Xando fabric in midnight olive
Bon for Schumacher, F. Schumacher & Co.

Embroidered Damask fabric
Kravet Couture, Kravet

www.michigandesign.com

Liane satchel in bordeaux
Nina Ricci, Tender, Birmingham, Michigan
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